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1) This is my Q thread for March 2, 2019  

 

Q posts can be found here:  

qmap.pub  

qanon.pub  

 

Android apps:  

bit.ly/Q_Drops  

https://bit.ly/Q-alerts

 

 

My theme: The Countdown Continues
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Q Alerts: QAnon Drop Notifications, Research +++ - Apps on Google Play
Q Alerts notifies you when Q Anon makes new drops on 8chan. It also allows you to search, browse and
research QAnon posts. As a Q follower, Patriot and software dev by trade, throughout the day I fo…

https://bit.ly/Q-alerts

2) On February 22nd, Q reminded us of the crimes mentioned in the DOJ Inspector General's report

from last year regarding Hillary Clinton.
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3) The same day, Q reminded us that Hillary is desperate. Her desperation caused her to prompt the

media to demand that social media platforms like Twitter silence conservatives. 

 

Judgment day is coming.
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4) 3 sets of brackets? 

Q indicated that #CrookedHillary is about to face judgment.
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5) On February 24th, Q+ reminded us that #CrookedHillary and her pals made many mistakes because

they never thought she would lose.
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6) Picking up on Q's lead, the President posted a tweet including the phrase "Bye #CrookedHillary." 

 

If it was a typo, why didn't POTUS delete the tweet and correct it? 

 

Donald J. Trump
@realDonaldTrump

Oh’ I see! Now that the 2 year Russian Collusion case has fallen 
apart, there was no Collusion except bye Crooked Hillary and the 
Democrats, they say, “gee, I have an idea, let’s look at Trump’s 
finances and every deal he has ever done. Let’s follow 
discredited Michael Cohen.....
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71.9K people are talking about this
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7) The President went on to say that it was time to look at the other side where real crimes have been

committed.  

 

https://pbs.twimg.com/media/D0rM7FQU4AEeO1I.png

Donald J. Trump
@realDonaldTrump

...and the fraudulent and dishonest statements he made on 
Wednesday. No way, it’s time to stop this corrupt and illegally 
brought Witch Hunt. Time to start looking at the other side where 
real crimes were committed. Republicans have been abused 
long enough. Must end now!
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56.7K people are talking about this

8) On March 1st, Q posted the tweets by the President and confirmed that the "bye #CrookedHillary"

remark was not a typo. 

 

We're in the midst of a countdown: 
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Carpet bombs are ok. 

Tactical nukes are better. 

[-21][-20][-19][-18]... 

Q
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9) On February 25th, Q suggested a big name in Hollywood might be the next to fall.
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10) An anon posted this. 

 

Q said the anon was on the right track.
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11) On February 26th, Q said in the next 21 days historic events will happen. 

 

If we take the 21-day countdown literally, we ought to see things happen before March 19th.
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12) Wayne Allyn Root posted a tweet this morning saying that he has been able to confirm the impending

arrest of many famous people in entertainment. 

https://pbs.twimg.com/media/D0rU-1cVsAE5Xv9.png

Wayne Allyn Root
@RealWayneRoot

I've confirmed w/multiple insider sources. Massive scandal. Top 
MGM execs fired. I hear involves supplying drugs & hookers to 
celebs, High Rollers, NBA players at MGM parties. I hear FBI 
sting all on VIDEO. With biggest celeb names. Execs going to 
prison. Jim  Murren, what say u?
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13) POTUS this morning at CPAC:  

"These people are sick."
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14) Coincidence?
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15) Got popcorn?
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16) The latest from Q: 

The clock is ticking for [them]. 

If Q is a LARP, why the daily attacks by the biggest media companies? 

The time on this watch is 3:42
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17) On January 5th, 2019, Q first posted a picture of a watch and a pen with the admonition: Follow the

watch.
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18) The time on the watch on January 5th was 3:14.
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19) What's the relevance of the new time 3:42?  
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20) Here's one of many possibilities: 

 

Post #342 (as Q's posts are numbered on most websites) is a response by Q to an anon's question about

Rod Rosenstein.  

 

Q replied: 

"End is near"
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21) Is that the meaning of the time 3:42? 

Only time will tell.
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